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The seminar was not held in person due to the Pandemic, but this was not the only 

consequence.  

After the recovery they made in the last decade, our sectors, with a strong export 

component, are being severely affected by the Pandemic. 

The pandemic has led to a substantial cut in workers' income and consumption and we 

therefore look to the future with great concern. 

 

As a result of the pandemic, the significant decrease in production in Portuguese 

companies, collective bargaining is suspended and the overwhelming majority of 

production workers receive the national minimum wage regardless of their skills and 

professional category. 

 

A part of the workers as a result of the application of the lay-off saw their wages reduced, 

as a result of the reduction in their activity, some companies have already closed and 

the workers were unemployed. 

 

The lack of attractiveness and qualified young people is not transversal to all professional 

categories. 

 

In terms of training, the protocol training centers currently cover all of our sectors, textiles, 

clothing, footwear and tanneries. These centers train and certify competences in all 

professions in our sectors. 

 

For intermediate and senior management there are three technological centers that 

provide training tailored to companies for intermediate and senior management. 

 

Our sectors also have a set of university centers that articulate with technological centers 

and companies, such as the universities of Porto, Minho and Beira Interior, which have 
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in their curricular plans courses aimed at our sectors, training staff and innovating in the 

organization and products of companies. 

 

There is a cooperation between the means of education and technological development 

with companies and sectors, whose results in the areas of product development, 

creation, automation, innovation are currently applied by Portuguese companies. 

 

From the point of view of knowledge, it cannot be said that the conditions are not met for 

our sectors to be innovative and provide perspectives for the future. 

 

So why are our sectors not attractive? 

 

They are not particularly attractive in the areas of production, due to the level of demands 

on the intensity of work, which are associated with low pay and difficulty in reconciling 

work, family and leisure. 

 

A family that works in this industry at full working age and who are affected by physical 

exhaustion, many with professional, psychological illness and taking antidepressants, 

whose salaries do not guarantee a dignified life, will certainly not recommend a 

profession in which their children they don't feel well. 

 

The high rhythms of work, the lack of adaptation of jobs, the number of hours of daily 

work (in peak production can be 10 to 12 hours per day). 

 

The low wages practiced make the workers permeable to accept to work more hours and 

in many cases the Saturday stops being a day of rest, changing the week of 5 days of 

work to a week of 6 days of work and 1 of rest. 

 

In a set of professions, namely in the clothing and footwear sectors, online work over 1 

working day, often without breaks, without rotation through other jobs, consequently 

leads to repetitive movements and monotony of the functions performed, which turns the 

worker into another part of the machine on which he is operating. This situation has 

dramatic consequences for the worker on his / her physical and mental health, namely 

musculoskeletal, tendonitis, and psychosocial problems such as stress, anxiety and 

depression. It is necessary to change this old model of work organization. 
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In Portugal, as a result of the pandemic, collective sectoral bargaining is blocked by 

Employers' Associations, leading the majority of production workers to have the national 

minimum wage as base remuneration (€ 635.00) leading to a profound demotivation and 

devaluation their professions. 

 

PROPOSALS: 

 

We believe that sectoral collective bargaining is a fundamental instrument for 

transforming current models of work organization and a fairer remuneration for work and 

dignification of professions. 

 

Dignification of the professions involves ensuring a career with a progressive evolution 

in knowledge, know-how and the respective remuneration. Promotions must be 

anchored in transparent performance assessments, with objective criteria and with the 

involvement of all stakeholders, from managers to the appraised. 

 

It is necessary to reinforce the reconciliation of professional, family and leisure life, which 

should include reducing weekly working time and ending long working hours in a 

systematic way. 

 

Profound changes in the organization of production lines in order to eliminate 

monotonous and repetitive work and to guarantee short breaks to reduce 

musculoskeletal diseases and stress. 

 

At the level of the European Social Dialogue, efforts must be made to promote a fairer 

international division of labor where competition is not based on price, the exploitation of 

cheap labor, but anchored in product innovation and respect for environmental 

standards. 

 

Maintain pressure for major brands (large distribution and retail chains) to be pressured 

to negotiate global agreements so that regardless of the country in which they produce, 

companies are obliged to comply with the standards and guidelines of the International 

Labor Organization and the organization itself country, namely the right to free union 

membership, to union organization, to collective bargaining, to strike prevention in 

matters of health and safety at work. 
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Require reciprocity in the circulation of products between EU countries and outside the 

EU. 

 

With regard to the enhancement of professions, in the tanning and clothing sector, we 

highlight the fact that FESETE is preparing, in partnership with employers' associations, 

a study on the evaluation of functions and remuneration for these two sectors under the 

EEAGrants program. continuing the work already developed for the footwear sector, 

carried out in 2010 and culminating in 2017 in the scope of sectoral collective bargaining, 

with a review of the professional categories eliminating gender discrimination and which 

implied the wage appreciation of the predominantly female categories. 
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